
MOVIDIS, italian distributor undertaking the Inteliam Business & Sustainability
rating

Inteliam expands its presence in Italy, after being appointed to provide business and sustainability
assessment to MOVIDIS, an automotive spare parts specialist.

MOVIDIS, an italian player to participate in the Inteliam evaluation. The company is playing a leading role in the
Italian market thanks to its modernisation process and advanced commercial strategy. Furthermore, MOVIDIS
is at the forefront in the sector for promoting strong business expertise. The association with Inteliam helps
MOVIDIS identify new improvement initiatives in order to continue strengthening its operations and enhance
its reputation as market leader.

Inteliam is a rating company dedicated to the Automotive Aftermarket. It aims to support long-term profitability
and sustainable growth by evaluating 4 main pillars: sustainability commitments, corporate processes and
business expertise, financial strength; via a standardised rating methodology. The benefits of an Inteliam rating
are numerous and include: providing transparency, continuous improvement and a tool for embarking on the
sustainability journey. As an independent and international entity, Inteliam has already assessed more than 50
distribution companies from within the aftermarket industry.

Tancredi Sasson, CEO of MOVIDIS: “The certification approach of INTELIAM is very innovative and we
appreciate that it’s completely dedicated to aftermarket business. INTELIAM gave us some important hints to
improve our process especially in sustainability in order to continue strengthening our operations and our
business”

Antoine Soulier, CEO of Inteliam: “The discussion with Movidis was very fruitful for us, while aligning to the
international standard, we also adapting our solutions to local market and the IAM sector ” 

MOVIDIS:
MOVIDIS is a company headquartered in Pero (Milan), Italy. MOVIDIS is an independent distributor specialised
in the supply of spare parts of the most prestigious aftermarket brands operating on a national scale. The
company distributes over 50 brands, having more than 100 product lines and over 80000 codes available in
stock. MOVIDIS is focused on people: the value of human relationships in the age of automation and digital
communication is what makes them outstanding.

About Inteliam
INTELIAM is a business and sustainability rating solution dedicated to the global automotive aftermarket sector.
Inteliam was created in 2020 with the support of leading industry stakeholders, suppliers and distributors,
willing to have a positive impact for the industry. Inteliam is head-quartered in Lyon, France.
Press contact: agnes@inteliam.eu


